


Program notes 

 

 

 

The concept and the form of the piece stem from physics of human eye and its vision.  

 

The human eye can focus on objects at different distances from the eye within a certain range-between near point and the far point. It does this by 
changing the shape of the eye lens. The fatter it becomes the more refraction taking place at objects nearer to the eye can be brought into focus. 
This is called accommodation. The eye can only properly focus for a certain distance at a time – objects at other distances become blurred. See the 
images below: 

 

\  

 

 

In this composition the trajectory shape of the accommodation for a near target is taken as a point of reference. The score of the piece and the ways 
of the overall sound activity moves depict the concept. 

 

The entire composition is consisted of 22 rhythmic structures and some particular sound blocks that are highlighted with the silence coming 
sometimes before and after them. The instruments are assigned to change the order of rhythmic structures simultaneously and so fast that it gets 
hard to follow them and adds a chaotic flavor to the composition.  

 

Both the rhythmical and the pitch context of the composition are derived from the pre-compositional charts made for each of them and referring 
also to the physical state of the eye’s accommodation for a near target: near in focus, far blurred. 

 

Parts of the concept are covered as well as by subtle numerology and concealed theatrical aspects. The numerology herewith is related to the 
reasons of choosing both 23 performers and 22 rhythmic structures. Number 23  is about the diameter of child’s eye – roughly 23 mm. There is 
personal reason for this number, which is that the piece in question was written in my 23 year old age and was dedicated to Alban Berg who had 
passion for numerology and specifically for number 23.  

 

Number 22 as such for the rhythmic structures is formed by subtracting 1 from 23. The subtracted one is horn + tam-tam performer who is placed 
at the back of the audience. This performer symbolizes a free object on which the eye – the orchestra is designed to focus but not able to do so as 
the shape of the eye lens is not changed properly so to speak in poetic or/and scientific terms.  Thus this performer is a blurred one against an 
overall sound background and plays freely his or her own melody apart from the orchestral chaos.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Performance notes:   

 

*Horn and tam-tam have to be performed by one performer and he or she should be placed separately at the back of the audience in the concert 
space.     

 

*Bars numbered 11, 22, 71 should be performed independently from the actual meter.     

 

They should not last more than 7 seconds. 

 

The most essential part of it is to obtain the generally desired orchestral sound / color.  

 

Considering the fact that the music for each instrument in those specific bars is written precisely detailed and complex, performers are only asked 
to try to give the best possible interpretation.  

 

Conductor cues the beginning and the end of those bars. This means that performers are asked to stop playing even if they couldn't finish the given 
musical phrase in the given time.   
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